Combo Nation

- Show Order -

Thursday, November 18

The Bluff
535 S. Highland

COMBO 1 – 6:30 – 6:50 PM
dir. John Mueller
Miles Norwood – Drums
Kayla Brooks – Bass
Casey Flipping – Piano
Roberto Cantu – Guitar
Tom Mortenson - Trombone
Gus Bradbury - Trombone
John Hagan - Trombone
Zachary McCullough - Trombone
Jasmine Lockwood – Trombone

COMBO 2 – 6:50 – 7:10 PM
dir. Sam Shoup
Garrett Kirk – Bass
Sam Lumsden – Sax
Miles Wright - Sax
Franko Coleman – Keyboard
Benjamin Foster – Guitar
Aidan Sharp – Guitar
Shantia Branch – Vocals
Tylan Barr – Vocals
Atlantica Smith – Vocals

COMBO 3 – 7:10 – 7:30 PM
dir. Jack Cooper
Bry Hart – Drums
Caleb Crouch – Bass
David Ogle – Guitar
Alexis Jade – Vocal
Yasrah Haseeb – Vocal/Piano
Zach Farrow – Vocal/Guitar
Gracelyn Penn – Vocal

COMBO 4 – 7:30 – 7:50 PM
dir. Sam Shoup
Matthew Sweatt – Drums
Hayden McDaniel – Bass
Reese Mitchell – Vibes/Percussion
Robert Malamphy – Vocal
Evann Velasquez – Vocal
Angel Williams – Vocal
Seth Walker – Vocal
Aaron Givhan – Trumpet

COMBO 5  7:50 – 8:10 PM
dir. Michael Shults
Reggie Owens – Drums
Liam O’Dell – Bass
Jacob Loreant – Guitar
Becca Tank – Sax
Auldin Givhan – Sax
Wesley Heinecke – Violin

COMBO 6  – 8:10 – 8:30 PM
dir. Tyler Griffis
Brockton Draper – Drums
Derrick Aidedji – Bass
Guiliana Caspersen – Bass
James Alberts – Guitar
Thaddeus Wilson – Guitar
Lathan Lamb – Vocals
Lukas Jaimez – Vocals
MacKenzie Myrie-Brown – Vocals
Morgan B. Williams– Vocals